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It'll 

be

Ok cool. By now we all know a lot of people work

"nonconventional" jobs. Many are work-from-home-meal-

prep-fitness-is-life-self-motivated introverts. But many others

are on-my-feet-go-wherever-I-please-eat-take-out-errday

extroverts who have no clue how to cope indoors long

stretches at a time. Let alone...alone. Then there are the nine-

to-fivers who are so dependent on structure they're either

appreciating the forced staycation as much as they can or are

bored out of their minds. And you, yes YOU, might be

somewhere in the grey area between these three extremes.

 

Of course ALL OF US (generalizing for the sake of believing in

our fellow humans) are just trying to do our part to protect the

collective.

 

So          is here to HELP! We got you with what we think is a

comprehensive STAY HOME SURVIVAL GUIDE that is probably

missing a lot so still consider it a work-in-progress like all of us

are.

 

 

...but until then...
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RESTFULNESS
Whether you believe in signs or not, it's undeniable that Mother Nature is sending us one

loud and clear: TAKE A BREAK. This can be felt on all echelons of society. Many won't be

able to fully embrace this call to chill, but it doesn't hurt to check off the things that call

to you.

Watch TV/movies

Nap

Sleep

DIY Spa treatment

Dolce far niente

Bath (epsom salts)

Turn off tech

Progressive relaxation

Stare out the window

Legs up the wall

Sniff lavender

NOTES



WELLNESS
Closely related to restfulness is wellness. We over here would argue that you can't

have one without the other... except we don't like arguing. So let's just let the list

speak for itself.

Vitamins

Lemon water

Healthy cooking

Gut health

SMILE

Manual therapy (rolling out)

Plant care

Eat your greens

Clean house

Declutter

Limit sugar

Stay cozy

Online therapy

Maintain Hygiene

NOTES
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MINDFULNESS
Let us just state right here right now, mindfulness is not a walk in the park. It is WORK. 

If done right. Although there is no such thing as "wrong" mindfulness, there's a good

chance you'll just default into RESTFULNESS or WELLNESS. So commit to the inner

work!

Purposeful Breathing

Seated Meditation

Walking Meditation

Reclined Meditation

Body Scan

The Raisin Experience

Journalling

Puzzle/Knit

Limit news intake

Tech breaks

Positive self talk

Gratitude practice

5 Senses Exercise

NOTES
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CREATIVITY
Staying at home can be a great time to clean house, but it can also be the perfect

opportunity to get creative. Whether we're still working or enjoying all of the movie

marathons, there may be a point at which you get an itch to do something different...

Reading

Writing

Arts/crafts

Painting

Drawing

Sewing/knitting

Idea Journal

Design

Music

Dance

Fan art

Vision board

Photography

Origami

NOTES
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ACTIVITY
What many of us will probably feel as the days go by is an antsyness that just won't go

away. That is because by nature we are social, active creatures. But there are still a

ton of ways we can burn off that excess energy in (and safely around) the home.

Stairs

Live IG workouts

Fitness apps

Walk outdoors

Running outdoors

Walk/bike errands

Walk dog

Skip

Body weight exercises

Stretch

Dancing

Group challenges

Yoga/pilates

NOTES
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PRODUCTIVITY
We could have led with this one since committing to any, all or bits of each category

will require a level of self-discipline some of you have never had to exercise so

consistently at home. But we didn't want it to get lost in the bigger message of DO

WHAT FEELS RIGHT, not WHAT YOU THINK YOU SHOULD DO.

To do lists

Schedule

Breaks

Prioritize

Realistic goals

Accountability partner

Distinguish want/need

DND tech

Home improvements

Maintain regular routine

Change out of PJs

Create a workspace

Self-conpassion

NOTES
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SOCIALLY SOCIAL DISTANCING
And then to cap it all off...how to not feel so isolated. How to feel like you're still part

of a collective even as you feel lost and alone. Scared and anxious. Or simply bored

and agitated. Or maybe, just maybe, you've found your stride, are peaceful and

content...and just want to spread that joy.

Netflix parties

Facetime

Phone calls

Group chats

DM groups

Zoom calls

Balcony serenading

Book club

Any clubs

Dance parties

Virtual tours

Online courses

Online Therapy

Inspiring IG accounts

Write letters

NOTES
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THANK YOU
for doing your part and

putting the collective first.

#wereallinthistogether

@thesadcollective

www.thesadcollective.com


